Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have shown remarkable success in generation of unstructured data, such as, natural images. However, discovery and separation of modes in the generated space, essential for several tasks beyond naive data generation, is still a challenge. In this paper, we address the problem of imposing desired modal properties on the generated space using a latent distribution, engineered in accordance with the modal properties of the true data distribution. This is achieved by training a latent space inversion network in tandem with the generative network using a divergence loss. The latent space is made to follow a continuous multimodal distribution generated by reparameterization of a pair of continuous and discrete random variables. In addition, the modal priors of the latent distribution are learned to match with the true data distribution using minimal-supervision with negligible increment in number of learnable parameters. We validate our method on multiple tasks such as mode separation, conditional generation, and attribute discovery on multiple real world image datasets and demonstrate its efficacy over other stateof-the-art methods.
Introduction
Separation of data modes in a generative model amounts to dividing the data manifold into regions representing classes or distinguishable attributes and sampling new points from them [21, 16] . Several learning tasks such as conditional generation, data augmentation, supervised and semi-supervised classification, class balancing and clustering [17, 18, 19, 2, 33, 24, 6] can be achieved with generative models that separate the data modes. Among modern generative models, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [14] is a highly successful generative neural network that learns mappings from arbitrary latent distributions to complex real-world distributions [33, 20, 37, 32, 8] . * Equal contribution.
However, it has been observed in practice that GANs are unable to reproduce all the modes in the true data in their raw formulation, a phenomenon infamous as the problem of mode collapse in GANs. [38, 22, 4] . This effectively means that the generator ends up fooling the discriminator not by discovering all the data modes but by traversing within a limited support of the data distribution [34] . The severity of the degeneration in the produced modes is more prominent in case when the data modes are skewed, which is a common phenomenon in many domains such as medical-scans, genomes and surveillance. Further, many applications demand that the data is conditionally generated from a particular data mode. For instance, when generative models are used for data augmentation to solve a classification problem with severe class-imbalance, one would expect to sample from the data-mode corresponding to the sparser class. Thus it is desirable that in a GAN all the modes of the generated data are well-separated and matched with the true data modes. In this work, we propose to address these issues by latent space engineering.
Prior Art
Considerable amount of literature exists on addressing the problem of mode discovery within the GAN framework. These works can be broadly categorized under the following two buckets -the ones that alter GAN's structure and/or the learning objective for better mode discovery [1, 30, 29, 34, 13, 39, 7] and those which explicitly encourage GANs to discover diverse data modes through latent space inversion [36, 10, 9, 5, 35, 31] . We will briefly review such methods in this section and enlist our contributions subsequently. bility in training which results in better mode discovery. In [30] , the generator objective is optimized by including the unrolled states of the discriminator, to address mode dropping. Drawing motivations from multi-agent learning, MADGAN [12] and GANMM [39] employ the idea of using multiple generators and show that overall scheme performs similar to a mixture model with each generator learning one data mode.
Latent posterior estimators
In these class of methods, the basic theme is to learn mappings simultaneously from the latent to the data space and backwards, auto-encoding the latent/noise space. This idea is explored in multiple contexts including regularization of GAN, representation learning and mode discovery by methods such as InfoGAN [5] , Adversarially learned inference (ALI) [10] , Bidirectional GAN (BiGAN) [9] , VEE-GAN [36] , structured GAN [7] , CaTGAN [35] and Cluster-GAN [31] . Motivated by the idea of regularized information maximization [25] , InfoGAN and CaTGAN train the GAN along with a regularization term to maximize the mutual information between the generated data and parts of the factorized latent space. The objective of VEEGAN [36] is to map both the true and the generated data to a fixed Normal distribution in a variational framework to reduce mode collapse. In ALI and BiGAN, an encoder is learned that would map the data space to the latent space. ClusterGAN, employs a mixture of continuous and discrete latent space with inversion and clustering-loss to achieve clustering in the latent space post training.
Problem setting
While all the aforementioned methods offer several advantages in their own respects including stabilization of GAN training, reduction of mode collapse and disentangled latent representation, there remains a major issue which is unaddressed -All the aforementioned methods employ a fixed latent distribution, either a unimodal Normal (e.g., WGAN, ALI etc.) or a factored multimodal distribution (e.g., InfoGAN, ClusterGAN etc.) with uniform mode priors. Both of these distributional choices for the latent space result in a mismatch between the modes of generated and true data distributions, when the true data distribution has a non-uniform mode prior [23, 12] . Such a scenario occurs typically in the cases where every data mode represents a class and there is sever imbalance in class distribution. Thus we intend to formulate and address the following question in this work -How to choose/learn the latent space distribution in a GAN framework such that modal properties of the true and the generated space are matched?
Motivation and contributions
In a latent variable generative model, since the datalikelihood is obtained by marginalizing the product of the conditional likelihood and the latent prior, it is natural to have a multimodal prior on the latent variable, to make the data distribution multimodal. This is the case with conventional generative models such as Gaussian Mixture Models, where the latent variable follows a multinoulli distribution, chosen to denote the expected number of modes in the data. Motivated by this, we first propose to employ a learnable multimodal latent space in a GAN framework. We show that, while having a multimodal latent space is necessary to generate multimodal data, it is not sufficient since the generative model can still collapse data modes ignoring the latent variable, especially when the data modes are severely skewed and/or not 'well separated'. Thus we additionally propose to employ a data-to-latent inversion strategy and enforce the model to infer the modal posterior of the latent space, back from the generated data. Finally we show that the modal properties of the true data distribution are imposed on the generated distribution by learning the latent mode priors through minimal-supervision of the latent space inverter. The core contributions of our work are enlisted below:
1. Construction, sampling and learning of a multi-modal latent distribution by reparameterization of a mixture of continuous and discrete random variables that could be employed in any GAN framework.
2. Imposition of modal properties of the latent space on the generated space using two-stage latent inversion.
3. Leveraging the latent inverter with a divergence loss between the true and the estimated priors, for learning the mode priors of the latent distribution to follow truedata distribution using minimal-supervision.
4. Mathematical formulation of the problem of mode matching by treating neural networks as function approximators and deriving exact loss terms that are devoid of approximate/variational inferences and bounds.
5. Validation of the proposed method on three-real world datasets with standard experiments along with proposal of new experiments with skewed data modes.
Proposed Method
We describe our method in four parts -In the first part, we present a method to parameterize and sample from a multimodal continuous distribution that forms the latent space. In the second part, we formulate the procedure to Figure 1 . Illustration of the proposed method. Latent vector z is sampled from an additive mixture of a continuous PN 2 (ν2) and discrete PY (y) distribution, resulting in a multimodal distribution PZ . Generator g(z) tries to mimic the true data distribution PX with the help of discriminator d. The inversion network h2(h1(g(z))) inverts the generation process to ensure the matching of modal properties of generating and latent distributions. Mode priors of the latent space is encoded in y by reparametrizing a known distribution PN 1 (ν1) using a learnable vector α. The priors are learned for an accurate matching of the latent and data generating distributions with that of the true data distribution. match the modes of the latent and the data generating distribution using latent space inversion. In the third part, we realize mode matching in a GAN framework. In the last part, we detail the procedure to learn the mode priors of the latent space so that modal properties of the latent and true data distributions are matched.
Noise engineering -Latent space construction
Engineering the latent space in accordance with the true data distribution is the first problem of interest. In this work, we target matching two modal properties namely 1) the number of modes and 2) modal mass or mode priors. We desire the latent distribution to have same number of modes with their corresponding priors as the true data distribution. Let the latent space be represented by Z and P Z denote its distribution. We define P Z as a multimodal distribution with M modes, if its support, Z is a disconnected set, which is a union of M non-empty pairwise disjoint connected open subsets (Z i , i ∈ {0, 1, ..., M − 1}), each representing a mode. One can construct such multimodal distribution by taking an additive mixture of a generalized discrete or multinoulli distribution and a compact-support continuous distribution such as uniform distribution. Let y ∼ P Y and ν 2 ∼ P N2 denote samples drawn from such discrete and continuous distributions, respectively. Then the latent space z is given as
As shown in Figure 1 , this results in a multimodal continuous distributions with disconnected modes as P Z = P Y * P N2 , where * denotes the convolution product. Note that the support of P N2 is chosen in such a way that the modes of P Z are disjoint. In P Z , the number and the mass of the modes are obtained from discrete component (P Y ) and the continuous component (P N2 ) ensures the variability. The discrete component y ∼ P Y can also be interpreted as an indicator of the modes of z. Formally, y := i ∀z ∈ Z i , which implies
Thus, a natural choice for P Y would be to follow the true data distribution such that it has same number of modes and priors as the true data distribution. This would require the knowledge of the modal properties of the true data, however, in real-world scenarios, often the number of modes are known (typically the number of distinct classes in the data) but not the mode priors (class imbalance). For instance, in a typical medical-scan classification problem, one would know that there are K-classes (E.g., benign and malignant) but not the class-prior. It is, therefore, necessary to construct P Y with the knowledge of number of modes, with the mode priors being learned during training. This is not possible in conventional settings as in InfoGAN, ClusterGAN [5, 31] , since the learning of mode priors would require backpropogation to flow through the stochastic sampling (y ∼ P Y ) node. We, therefore, propose to reparametrize a second continuous uniform distribution, P N1 , using a vector α to construct the desired P Y , as explained below.
Let
th element of f , σ h is a unit step function and a i is given as
With these definitions we show that one can reparametrize a uniform distribution using α and f to obtain a multinoulli distribution. Lemma 1. Define y =: arg max i∈{0,..,M −1} f i , then y follows a multinoulli distribution P Y with
Proof: Since σ h is a unit step function, f is the first order difference or discrete Dirac delta function positioned at a i . Now by definition,
From equation 3, we can see that f i becomes non-zero only for a i−1 ≤ ν 1 ≤ a i , therefore,
Thus, we have demonstrated that, starting from an arbitrary discrete valued real vector and sampling from a known uniform distribution, one can obtain a multinoulli random variable whose parameters become a function of the chosen arbitrary discrete vector. Since this effectively represents the mode prior of the latent space, we demonstrate later that one can backpropagate through this fixed functional node and learn α and thereby the mode priors of the latent space. From an implementation perspective, we approximate σ h with a hard sigmoid to enable backpropogation.
Noise engineered mode matching
In this section, we lay down the necessity and sufficiency needed to induce the modal properties of the latent space on the generated data space. A generator g is a non-linear function of the latent variable z that is tasked to produce the desired data samples x. It effectively serves as a sampler for P X , the data generating distribution.
We desire that P X is a multimodal distribution with M modes and let X i ⊆ X represent i th mode of P X . In the following lemma, we state the necessity on z for P X to be mumtimodal.
where Φ is an empty set.
Proof: For simplicity we assume M = 2, albeit all the analysis holds equally well for larger M . Assume
From Lemma 2, it is imperative that to obtain a multimodal generated distribution, it is necessary to have a multimodal latent distribution, however it is not sufficient since the generating function g can be non-injective. However, if there exists another mapping h : X →Ŷ which maps the co-domain of g, to another random variableŷ such that PŶ is also multimodal, then Lemma 2 to be applied again on h and achieve multimodality on P X . The following corollary to Lemma 2 is stated to affirm this fact.
Corollary 2.1. Let h : X →Ŷ andŶ i ⊆Ŷ be a subset ofŶ.
Corollary 2.1 states that if latent distribution is multimodal with M modes and h maps x to any multimodal distribution with M modes, the generated distribution (P X ) will also have M modes. We now show that if P Y and PŶ are enforced to be close, then the modal properties of P X are matched to P Z , and P Y .
Lemma 3. Letx be a discrete random variable that is an indicator of modes of P X . That is, PX(
Proof:
Since Zi P Z dz = Xi P X dx, equation 9 can be written as
can be written as
Corollary 3.1. Minimizing D KL (PŶ ||P Y ) is equivalent to minimizing D KL (PŶ ||PX ) and thus leads to matching of modal properties of PX and P Y .
Lemma 3 and Corollary 3.1 state an important fact that modal properties of the latent space and the data generating space can be matched by choosing h which would minimize D KL (PŶ ||P Y ). This also implies that the imbalance (if any) in the modes of the latent distribution is reflected in the data generating distribution. This is especially useful for datasets containing imbalanced classes, which is often the case in real-world applications. Using Lemma 2 and 3, one can make the data generating distribution to be multimodal, however, produced modes might be degenerated in a sense that X i 's could be reduce to singletons (intra mode collapse). To avoid this degenerative case, we propose to decompose h as a composite of two mappings h 1 : X →Ẑ and h 2 :Ẑ →Ŷ. Minimizing a norm distance between the samples of Z andẐ prevents degenerative modes in P X . This is because h 1 enforces a unique reconstruction of every sample of z which in turn ensures that a unique sample of x is generated by a unique sample of z. The function h 1 can be seen as an activity regularizer that would force every unique noise sample within each mode to map to a unique sample in the inversion and the generated spaces.
Realization using GAN
In the above formulation, the generated distribution is not constrained to be close to the distribution of the true data. For that, one has to rely on adversarial training of GANs which would enforce g(z) to be close to the distribution of the true data. Thus training a GAN within the proposed formulation, simultaneously enforces the generated data distribution to be close to the true data distribution and match the modal properties of the latent distribution. Conversely, if the latent distribution is chosen in accordance with the modal properties of the true data distribution, generated data space will be clustered conditioned on the modes of the true data i.e., the mode probabilities in generated data are matched with the true data mode probabilities. Hence we propose to realize g as the Generator of a GAN with the usual discriminator network d, and h as a neural network operating on the output of the generator. Thus the objective function optimizes over (g, h 1 , h 2 , d) and given as follows:
where x r represents samples from the true data distribution. Figure. 1 depicts an overview of the proposed formulation. It can be seen that a chain of continuous functions of random variables α → y → z → x →ẑ →ŷ is established while imposing a similar modal structures on all of them. Thus, we call our approach Noise Engineered Modematching GAN (NEMGAN). NEMGAN offers several advantages compared to a vanilla GAN -(a) Once trained, sampling z from a particular mode confines x to a unique mode, leading to conditional generation, (b) when training by imposing a fixed prior on z, unseen attributes in the data can be discovered, (c) post training, the h network can be used independently to cluster the data, (d) Mode-collapse is discouraged in our formulation, since g is explicitly forced to produce a multimodal distribution.
Learning the mode priors
In the discussions thus far, the priors on the latent space modes parameterized by α vector, was held a known constant. However, often in real-world cases, the data inherently comes with imbalanced modes or classes with unknown imbalance/modal ratios. It is reasonable to assume that one has knowledge about number of modes (M ) in the data (as with the case of K-means and GMM) but not the mode masses. The most natural and commonly adopted way of constructing P Y with uniform mode priors [5, 31] , suits well for data whose modes have uniform masses. However, Lemma 2 clearly shows that a P Y with uniform modal masses will lead to uniformly generated modes and the imbalance in true data cannot be replicated in the generated space X, leading to a poor generation. Thus, constructing the multimodal latent space in accordance to the data prior is the key to mode matching. Thus we propose a technique to learn the priors on the latent space (optimal α vector) so that it follows the true data priors. The bottleneck here is that entire pipeline of NEMGAN has no signal to indicate that the assumed prior (α) is incorrect. This is because the generator, discriminator and the inverter are agnostic to the idea of a mode since there is an inherent subjectivity in the definition of a mode. Though one can argue that there will be 'natural' modes in the data distribution, the modes discovered in a completely unsupervised manner may or may not be of practical importance (e.g. image clustering on the basis of background color). Thus, as observed in [28] , it is impossible to infer the modes and the corresponding priors of the true data distribution in a completely unsupervised way. However, if there is access to the modelabels of very few samples (less than one percentage) of the true data (obtained through annotations) then we show, as follows, that the priors of the latent space can be learned to match that of the true data. The latent space inverter network h(x) is an estimator of the posterior of the modes given the data, P (ŷ|x). Thus marginalizing the output of h(x) over all x amounts to computing E x [h(x)] = PŶ . If the initial assumptions on the latent mode prior is incorrect, then the modes of the generated data learned by the GAN does not match with the true data. This implies that the inferred modes by h(x cr ), P (ŷ|x cr ) on a few of x cr will be incorrect, where x cr ∈ X cr denoting a small subset sampled from true data distribution with known modes. At this stage, we propose to treat h(x) as an independent network and train it (using a classification loss such as cross entropy) to correctly estimate the modes on X cr . This further leads to a new estimate of PŶ sayPŶ , on any arbitrary subset of data since it is obtained from a different (retrained) h network. Subsequently, we use this mismatch between the aggregated mode posteriors to adjust the value of α by backpropogating the D KL (PŶ ||PŶ ) while keeping the other network parameters fixed. At convergence, the mode priors obtained using α are matched with the true data mode priors. Therefore in this case of prior learning, the objective of the NEM-GAN (equation 14) is updated as
where L cc is the categorical crossentropy loss used to train h on X cr .
Experiments
We consider MNIST [26] , FMNIST 1 , CelebA [27] , and Stacked MNIST [36] datasets for experiments. We first performed the experiments to evaluate NEMGAN's capability for mode discovery and matching on MNIST, FMNIST, and CelebA with uniform and skewed modes. We compared the observations with other GANs having the mode matching characteristic and tractable latent posterior, including CaTGAN [35] , InfoGAN [5] , GANMM [39] , and ClusterGAN [31] . Subsequently we used Stacked MNIST to evaluate the performance of NEMGAN in presence of large number of clusters and compared it with InfoGAN, BEGAN [3] , Unrolled GAN [30] , and MAD-GAN [12] . Finally we conduct a curious experiment of discovering the unknown attributes of the data and share some interesting observations.
The proposed method is generic and can be applied to any GAN to convert it into NEMGAN. We use DC-GAN [33] model and modified it to build NEMGAN for MNIST and Stacked MNIST datasets 2 . For more realistic datasets, FMNIST and CelebA, we adopt the improved WGAN [15] . We use Adam optimizer (β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.9) with learning rates of 2 × 10 −4 for generator and 10
for both discriminator and inversion network. For existing methods the codes are obtained from sources made available by the respective authors. In order to quantitatively compare the performance of the methods considered, we use three metrics namely, clustering accuracy (ACC), normalized mutual information (NMI) and adjusted rand index (ARI), on balanced test data, with respect to the latent space reconstruction network [11] . Higher values of all three metrics represent the modes generated with higher purity, thereby provide a measure of mode matching. However, these metrics alone cannot fully capture the quality of the generated images, therefore, we also report Frechet Classification Distance (FCD) for the models. A low FCD implies that the generated data is very close to the true data. Jointly, a low FCD value and high values of the clustering metrics (ACC, NMI and ARI) imply that the generated data is close to the true data and the generated modes are matched with the true data modes. Note, however, that FCD values are highly dependent on the architecture used for the generator and getting low values for FCD, while desirable, was not the primary aim of these experiments. The FCD value is only used to quantify the relative image quality of different models under an identical training procedure.
Standard mode discovery
We begin with the experiments on MNIST and FM-NIST datsets to discover the standard 10 modes in both sets and perform mode matching. We train three versions of the proposed GAN, namely NEMGAN V , NEMGAN S , and NEMGAN P . NEMGAN P represents the model in which priors are learned using < 1% of true data along with mode matching, NEMGAN S represents the model in which < 1% of true data is used to supervise h network with no prior learning and NEMGAN V represents a vanilla model in which neither prior learning nor supervision of h is considered, NEMGAN V is trained to match the modes assuming uniform priors. Quantitative evaluation of all these models is summarized in Table 1 . For MNIST, which contains well-separated and uniformly distributed natural modes, NEMGAN V and NEMGAN P gives the best performance, whereas for FMNIST, where the mode priors are not uniform, NEMGAN P outperforms all the other methods including the variants of NEMGAN with a considerable margin. NEMGAN S , which receives same supervision as NEMGAN P but does not learn the mode priors, shows comparatively lower performance. This affirms the necessity of the prior learning for an accurate mode matching. Few samples generated using NEMGAN P are shown in Figure 2 . Note that the generated modes are not only pure, they also follow the order imposed during supervision, which is a side-benefit of the proposed method. 
Mode matching with imbalanced modes
Next we consider the mode matching experiments on imbalanced data, which are the most critical and probably the most important for real-world applications. We train NEMGAN P to evaluate its ability to learn the mode priors or imbalance and match the generated data modes with the true data modes. We first take two distinct MNIST classes (digits 0 and 4), identified based on the t-SNE plots and introduce class imbalances by removing samples from one class while retaining all the samples of the other class. Figure 3 depicts the images generated by NEMGAN P corresponding to the two modes. It can be seen that even with an imbalance ratio of 02:98, the network is able to conditionally generate semantically separated images, with great variety. Further to illustrate the mode matching, we plot the class-wise histograms of the distances between the indi- Table 2 . Quantitative evaluation of NEMGAN on imbalanced data for mode matching. We train the GANs with an equal amount of minimal-supervision as NEMGANP, however, in absence of prior learning considerably lower performances are observed.
vidual samples and their corresponding means in Figure 4 , for both the noise and the generated data space. It can be seen that there is clear evidence of mode matching between latent and generated spaces. Next we consider an imbalanced combination of digits 3 and 5 (MNIST-2), which have a significant overlap in the t-SNE plots, and test NEMGAN P on these. We vary mode ratios of class 3 and 5 from 50:50 to 90:10. We compare NEMGAN P with the existing approaches and for a comprehensive evaluation, we provide an equal amount of supervision as the proposed method to the existing approaches as well. The observed evaluation metric values are listed in Table 2 . As the mode skew increases, the performance of all the existing methods degrades. In contrast NEM-GAN shows a consistent performance and outperforms the other approaches with a considerable margin for the ratio of 90:10. We further extend these experiments to all the 10 digits, however, instead of introducing an artificial imbalance, we grouped together similar digits {{3,5,8}, {2}, {1,4,7,9}, {6}, {0}} to form a 5-class MNIST dataset. A natural imbalance is observed due to the grouping of the digits. Similarly, we also grouped FMNIST classes to create the FMNIST-5 dataset as {Sandal, Sneaker, Ankle Boot}, {Bag}, {Tshirt/Top, Dress}, {Pullover, Coat, Shirt}, {Trouser}. Performance of all the considered methods is summarized in Table 2 . In these experiments also, we train the existing GANs with minimal-supervision same as NEMGAN P , however, in absence of prior learning comparatively lower performances are observed. Figure 5 shows few samples generated by NEMGAN P for MNIST-5 and FMNIST-5 datasets. Note that in absence of any supervision the networks have no clue about the grouping. This is also observed by [31] , where any experiment on MNIST data with number of modes different from 10 showed performance degradation. Thus, the minimal-supervision provides a way to supply the user defined knowledge of modes to NEMGAN, which is an additional benefit of the proposed method.
For a more realistic experiment we consider CelebA dataset and train NEMGAN P to distinguish celebrities with black hair from the rest. There are only 23.89% celebrity pictures with black hair in the complete datset, which indicates the imbalance in the desired modes. These experiments provide empirical evidence to the mode matching in real scenarios and also affirm the requirement for prior learning and minimal-supervision provided to NEMGAN P using < 1% of true data samples.
Mode counting
Although, the aforementioned experiments demonstrate NEMGAN's ability to discover as well match the modes, we additionally consider Stacked MNIST dataset with 1000 modes to evaluate the performance in presence of large number of clusters. As mentioned in [12] we create stacked MNIST dataset by stacking three random MNIST digits along color channels of an RGB image to obtain color images. This dataset can have 1000 modes corresponding to every possible combination of digit triplets. We used experimental settings identical to [12] Table 3 . Modes captured by different models for the stacked MNIST dataset. the results of the existing methods from [12] . Table 3 lists the results of our method and the other methods on discovering the modes. For our method, latent space is a discrete uniform distribution with 1000 modes. It can be seen that, NEMGAN is able to discover all 1000 modes, which is remarkable.
Attribute discovery
In a few real-life scenarios, the data comes with no information at all. In such cases, the assumption of knowledge of number of modes and availability of few annotated samples for minimal-supervision become invalid. Thus, the scenario becomes completely unsupervised where the modes and corresponding priors are need to be fixed and the model is expected to discover the plausible attributes of the data. To evaluate NEMGAN's ability to perform such a task, we use digit 7 of MNIST dataset to divide the images into ten clusters with fixed uniform priors representing different attributes. Similarly we use CelebA dataset and use NEMGAN to discover two modes having a ratio of 30:70. Figure 6 shows the generated samples. For digit 7, each mode, presented in rows, captures a different writing style and stroke. Similarly, in celebA experiment, the network discovers visibility of teeth as an attribute to the faces. Note that these attributes are not present in the available standard labels of the datasets, but are discovered by NEMGAN.
Conclusion and future work
We construct a framework for mode matching and discovery which can be applied to any GAN formulation. We also propose to parameterize the latent space and learn the latent priors, using minimal-supervision (< 1%), which en-
